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vamp TeijinKNG-100 from NIKE's innovative technology, soft, lightweight fabric after light treatment can provide the fullest sense of
touch and response. Waterproof, not like some leather as weight gain due to water absorption. 
NO.3 
whole vamp Kangaroo leather upper provides excellent feel and softness, breathable mesh tongue flip, snap fixed nylon, shoes,
mouth super soft, super comfortable. 
NO.4 
taste men love football, certainly on this elegant appearance, superior quality shoes obsession, during the World Cup, which with this
classic sneakers to reflect the fun of it. 
Related news
Shevchenko to join Nike unveiled the new stadium 2013-12-08 22:15:21
Today, Nike and Ukraine to join the legendary star Andriy Shevchenko, for the renovation of a new soccer field, playground and gym
opening of a school in Kiev. This school year the Ukrainian nuclear warheads to hone soccer skills and education areas. 
Renovated 
sports facilities intended for children in school and local community to provide a high-quality football field, a venue as well as other
sport gym for indoor sports and physical education. Nominated for this year's "green contend Cheng" Ukrainian national final of 30
young players also appeared together with Shevchenko's opening ceremony of the new stadium. Shevchenko said: "Football on my
life had so much positive influence, so I want to participate in this project to Nike, a football field with the best facilities for a new
generation of football players, let them safely play. At the same time, I am proud to be able to participate in this event, because this
community is where I grew up. " 
Shevchenko was educated at the school and in the local community life. Nine years old, the talented little Shevchenko in the process
on behalf of the team to participate in a municipal urban tournament in scouted discovered. Newly renovated sports facilities is the
first phase of the project to rebuild the campus. Shevchenko Foundation is committed to the transformation of the school's teaching
facilities, to provide students with a better education and learning environment.
to celebrate its signature shoe models Leather Classic birth anniversary, sports brand Reebok in succession to invite different units
to create a commemorative style, although it has come to the new 2014, but this joint project has not stopped, the brand will work with
the British leather manufacturers Stead CF, bring this note version of the Leather Lux Classic. Constitute a shoe body with high
quality brown leather, supplemented by the ornament of old and carved details, finally equipped with wax shoelaces and comfortable
running shoes show, bring with Retro Modern and elegant atmosphere. At present, the series has been purchased through the
designated retail store Reebok, interested friends may wish to pay more attention to. 
/>
< br / > Reebok this year to undertake a wave of retro running shoes, back to its most representative styles of ventilator, except for the
25th anniversary of don't note version and engraved series and recent brand also make another variation version ventilator adapt, the
new shoes to more functional for center of gravity design, on the ventilator type of shoes with more material upper cover, bring more
lightweight and breathable performance, and the shoe side of the plastic holder also ordered him to support improved. The designer
used ink and other eye-catching camouflage pattern embellishment, bring in a variety of different styles of shoes. The shoe will be on
sale next week in the city. (Editor: YOYO)
Nike Fall 2011 series of new members FREE listing passion! Author: Fan Shen Shen Date: August 5, 2011
This Article 
NIKE FREE XT MOTION FIT + NIKE FREE as a new member of the family, is equally applicable to a variety of training and
integrated training wear lightweight and comfortable shoes. Whether you are running training or aerobic exercise, indoors or
outdoors, NIKE FREE XT MOTION FIT + can provide the best possible support force and flexibility, help you better achieve training
objectives, enjoy sports the fun! 
NIKE FREE XT MOTION FIT + NIKE FREE as a new member of the family, is equally applicable to a variety of training and
integrated training wear lightweight and comfortable shoes. CUSHLON dual density slow epicenter end with the use of
environmentally friendly materials rubber outsole with multi-directional cutting notches soles provide good flexibility, durability and
strong grip. Whether you are running training or aerobic exercise, indoors or outdoors, NIKE FREE XT MOTION FIT + can provide
the best possible support force and flexibility, help you better achieve training objectives, and enjoy the fun of sports. Previous
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[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] TW series shoes through continuous innovation to meet and raise awareness of the
expectations of golf shoes, has been listed cause the latest generation TW15 shoes widespread concern was February 25
Japanese first sale in Nike.com. 
Since the beginning of February in the United States, using the new technology of Nike TW15 shoes Flyweave attracted wide
attention golf enthusiasts. Sneakers after nearly a month of waiting, this innovative in Nike.com finally meet with Chinese consumers. 
The new TW15 shoes is the latest Tiger Woods series is the first equipped with the new Flyweave Nike golf shoes dynamic weaving
technology. Nike designers use Flyweave dynamic weaving technology in the design of the overall preparation of uppers provide
strong support for the movement and walking, at the same time, Flyweave technology sector also made golf shoes more lightweight
and flexible. 
new shoes on with Nike Free-inspired outsole has been improved to make it more suitable for golfers of foot movement. Designers
draw inspiration Woods advice and the outsole is highly reduced compared TW14 3mm, in order to achieve the perfect fit to sense
and strong grip, and help Woods at every swing are amazing release explosive. 
The new TW15 shoes metallic silver version was the first sale in Nike.com February 25. (Chinese shoes Network - the most
authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partner: Cartelo Shoes Red Branch shoes.)
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] Although Nike high hopes for the Chinese market, but continued to decline in the
performance and the high inventory, let the coaching change can only be expected to rise by performance. Nike yesterday announced



that from June, the general manager of Greater China will be featuring the incumbent vice president Michael Spillane. 
Gary DeStefano, President of Global Operations, Greater China, Nike coach spoke highly of, "Michael will lead the development of
the company in China. He has strong leadership, brand expertise and global experience, which will help promote Nike implemented
in this extremely important area of ??continued growth. " 
The industry believes that this paragraph has been implicit in the evaluation of the coaching change reason: I hope the new coach can
lead the poor out of the Nike Greater China profitable, just released Nike reported a third quarter 2012 net profit big global next up
55%, the revenue Greater China region still down 9% over the same period last year, a drag on global performance. 
shoes analysts Magang says the problem is a common problem faced by Nike industry that inventory is too high. Previously, Nike has
been closed only owned shoe factory in China, a number of stop orders sneakers Asian foundries, and the termination of cooperation
with a number of Asian clothing foundries, now downsizing continues. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most
professional Footwear News, Media Partner: Fashion News)
CLAE has been introduced to China by the DOT THE, which is known by more people. The brand has been committed to innovative
and sophisticated shoe design. Profound brand design concept remains intact in the latest release of the 2012 spring and summer
products. 
this season, CLAE to comfort and easy to design the color of the main tone of collocation. Not only the material, the color of the
collocation also brings a light texture. The new summer sports leisure style, the appearance of a mature and comfortable degree of
comfort and contentment, CLAE has not been easy to ignore. Like to enjoy the new CLAE's new season. 
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